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We are investigating a new airborne method for 
measuring surface temperatures that may be use
ful for identifying thermal anomalies of geologic 
origin. From Planck's equation we derive the 
valuable approximation that, for small temper
ature variations, the radiant emittance is propor
tional to the emissivity times the absolute temper
ature to the power of (50/wavelength in tLm). 
From this, expressions are obtained for the emit
ted infrared (ir) radiation measured simultane
ously in the 5 and iO tLm bands. Ratios of these 
expressions are shown to have the following use
ful properties at 288 K: (a) they are insensitive to 
surface emissivity variations for vegetated terrain, 
(b) they vary nearly as the 5th power of the sur
face temperature, and (c) they distinguish emissiv
ity-related from temperature-related effects. We 
have made preliminary tests of this methodology 
at a field site in Scipio Center, New York. We 
have characterized the observed surface temper
ature variations, the significant effects of soil 
moisture, and separated out the purely emissivity
related features of vegetated terrain. Cluster anal
ysis served to divide the ir data into groups that 
behave similarly as a function of the measured soil 
moisture. Two such distinct terrain groups were 
identified at the field site. The ir data were cor-

tions, (b) the intervening atmospheric path. U>A 

(c) the reflected sky radiation. The corrected b.i:!'. 

face temperature data were compared wi!.'! .~ 
culated values computed from a modd :~ 
simulates the surface temperature, using :::c:.~. 

orological, hydrological, topographical, and ..:.ii 
thermal input parameters. The simulated :::= 
surface temperatures, 291.9 K (group I) and :',1 ~ 
K (group 2), differed only by, respectively.;)!) X 
and 0.1 K from the measured mean surface ~::'::
peratures. Our preliminary results suggest the ;:»
tential for developing a new airborne geoph:;lQ.i 
method for isolating abnormal heat flows. \\ Col' 

heat flows. about 10-20 times the terrestrial.i'.c
age. have the effect of raising the surface te;n;:-c· 
ature about 0.1-0.2 K. These temperature ancm.:
lies would, with the methodology suggo:cC.. 
appear as a residual difference between the m<1lJ

ured (corrected) surface temperature and the j~..,.,.. 
ulated surface temperature. Such surface te;niX'
ature differences appear. from our research. !O .. ~ 

measurable by airborne ir scanners when C3U 

over surface areas of O. I km2 or larger are :.:.'.cr· 
aged. Accordingly. our research appears to S:lP

port the conclusion that surface temperature en
hancements of geophysical origin between 0.1 .!!1C 

0.2 K can be identified using airborne inirJ.r~ 
rected for: (a) natural surface emissivity vana- methods. 

I;-';TRODVCTJO:\ 

It has long been recognized that the measure
ment of geophysical parameters of the earth by 
airborne means can provide rapid and relatively 
inexpensive preliminary surveys of geologic pros
pects. Aerial magnetic and scintillometer surveys 
are examples that come to mind most immedi-

atery. Although other airborne geophysical men
urements have been made with greater or lesser 
success, the airborne measurement of surface tc:Tl
perature appears to be fraught with complica'jnr; 
factors. On the other hand, rapid wide area r;ll;r 

ping of surface temperatures would be very usefuL 
A number of geologic phenomena worthy of com-
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_\~5tigation are associated with the gen-
": f Joornalous heat; the oxidation of ore 

-' ~j 1I1creased heat flow owing to potential 
"',:-JI rc:sources are examples. Accordingly, 
• - • ,cC:nl desirable to increase our com-
.: -'i .!irborne geophysical methods to in-

,- ","borne measurement of minute surface 
• ... It 

,- ,:fC: differences. 
'i -i '~'~:.:;ng the time-dependent true surface f RAN 0 Ef.;il; /f·:;',:;~o~~:,~~~:~y ~:~r'::;:~t:;:,~~' 
,,~,- ,':y :"''>- '<~: ':'~.~#-~:"rlt:Jre component of geologic origin is 

~atmospheric~;"'~ "," =- ~.'~GiLcd as a complicated task. On the 
'~ion. The ~~:.j ,<:' ._~j. riupping s~rface tem~eratures b~ air
Jre comPand-.iQ:\\'i\{';i f'< ,_:,-;!~ f71dho~s IS an ~stablIshe~ technIque. 
.i~' from a·~,~'~ "-', ~JJllt:itive airborne mfrared (I.r) measure
:IJPt:rature..~_l':' -j..:~ .. ,}\er geothermal anomalIes by .o~~er 
~opographjc::U.."lmf_ ;:11'': len; credence to the possl~llIty 
~i The sjmubkd,~' ,j .:_,~r::1g small surface temperature dlffer
~K (group f)_:,~ ,~.:o:c';;1 :he air for geophysical exploration 
:'hy, respct:1~.II~\.. ", •. ·.·rt:~ oe·:ome feasible. Using an ir scanner 
ired mean sun~..... .~ ,n the 3-5 }lm range, Dickinson (1973) 
t.,results suggat ~~ _:~ ,Ijj;!".;;: of new geothermal areas in 
~'1 airborne ~~ ..:c, \~" Zealand and delineated the extent of 
Imal heal liaa". !it._ :~ '. ~~,Jt,~";nal activity, Measurements of 0.5 
'i-es the te:rrcstrui~, , ~:O,-,\'e ambient (Dickinson, personal 
~:!g the surf;,ce leimf'!1P7 : - _':_~,":i1. 1974) made at depths of 15 cm in 
~e tcmpc:ratlln·~ . j , "" 1r~:.;., outlined by the ir imagery con
i,Lhodology ~~ , -:: ::::,~,:,':son'5 interpretation, In general, sur-
'iKe btll \IoC1;r.' the- _ .. ., ,; ':-:~c" ~lure eievations of 1-3 K at Taupo, 
'iperature 3.t~:hr li:I __ , , ;: .. :~r.,:: and 1-2 K at Mt. Amiata, Italy 
/Such SUrfal:l:~' ' ,:~: ;;:,Ji. !973), outlined heat flow regions 
!)m our rese:l.rdt. i~$lo , .. '~JJ.::;\';; components as small as 24-45 
~ scanners ,,,bc:l4till j~d c'onvective components ranging to 
;11' or Ia~ ~ "... II) HFL. It is uncertain as to what percent-
~arch apPe'u'S to 114il" ,;;.' :J.:h component the scanners recorded dur-
t;face tempcntllfr.' ., .criligl1ls. However, it is obvious from their 
;rigin bC:I'>\~ 0.1 iImI~lt fev, or none of the temperature anoma
'!lg airborne ~~ ., '::0rded in the imagery were due solely to the 
C :::, ,11' conductive heat flows, but rather to the 
g ,-':ned etTects of convective and conductive 
';' , ~v\\S, The work of these researchers encour
pe geoph'_~ --, -:; _s to investigate further the potential of air-
)ith greater Of' ~ "': if scanners as a geophysical tool and to 
!men'( ofsuti:.*(lt~,,; pJrticular emphasis on the possibility of 
Fit with .:ompi~~ ',I "g quantitative measurements. 
lipid wide: :lt1:'.a .. . ,': quantitative measurements, however, the 
i10uld be \,:n'~"« ":dy sensed radiation must be corrected for 
~ena worth~:Q( {, .. 'lfI"- ." 
, J 0< :-ects of surface emissivity, meteorology, to-
i 1='lphy. and surface material differences (Del 
lI97~. . ';~de, 1975) including thermal inertia and ai-

'=: IPohn t:t ai, 1974), and particularly those 
~:o soil moisture (LeSchack et aI, 1975) prior 

to obtaining any quantitative temperature meas
urement that could be useful for geophysical ex
ploration. This paper discusses the theory of our 

,approach to making quantitative temperature 
measurements and analyzes preliminary field data 
that support this theory. We found a number of 
references concerning the details of aerial infrared 
surveys of great value to our studies and they are 
included as general references. 

DISCUSSION OF THEORY OF AIRBORNE 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

As in the case of other geophysical exploration 
techniques, such as gravity or magnetic surveys, 
thermal surveys require the detection and isola
tion of a geologically induced field component 
that is only a small percentage of the overall field 
measured. For example, the cumulative extra
neous effects that can mask temperature an.oma
lies are often an order of magnitude greater than 
the sought-for anomalous component. Just as alti
tude, latitude, Bouger, and terrain corrections 
must be made to gravity data, and diurnal and 
normal corrections need to be applied to magnetic 
data, large corrections are necessary before useful 
interpretations can be made from airborne surface 
temperature data. There are three basic steps in 
isolating anomalous temperatures of geologic ori
gin: (a) Measure the true surface temperatures 
over the survey area at a given time, (b) calculate 
the normal surface temperatures that would be 
anticipated for the same location and time, and 
(c) subtract the simulated temperature field from 
the measured temperature field to obtain a resid
ual or anomaly field. 

Measuring the true temperature 

The first step in measuring the true temperature 
over a given geographical area is to record the 
radiant temperature over this area using a quan
titative airborne infrared line scanner capable of 
sensing emitted energy at two wavelengths, at 
least. After the data have been recorded, we must 
then correct the calibrated radiant temperature 
data for: (a) variations in natural surface emissiv
ity, (b) absorption and reemission in the atmos
pheric column between the surface and the scan
ner, and (c) reflected sky radiation due to the 
nonblackness of the terrain. 

Estimating emissivity from ir signal ratios 

It was recently shown (Del Grande, 1975) that 
the earth's surface radiates signals which for small 
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temperature changes vary as the temperature Tto 
the power C2/ATo, where A is the wavelength of 
the radiation, in f./.m, To is the surface temperature 
in degrees Kelvin, and C2 is a constant. At tem
peratures near 288 K, the spectral radiant emit
tance is proportional to the surface emissivity fA 

times p O/A • This power law thermal model pro
vides the physical rationale for ratioing narrow ir 
bands to produce signal ratios that are insensitive 
to the natural surface emissivity and have en
hanced thermal responsivity. These signal ratios 
are used to obtain precise temperature measure
ments that are more easily identified with their 
geophysical origin. The derivation of this model, 
which is given in the Appendix, will be summa
rized below. 

Planck's equation' gives the hemispherical, 
spectral radiant emittance WA, measured in units 
of(W. m-z/f./.m): 

WA = E.\C lA- 5 [(exp Cz/AT) - 1]-1, (I) 

where 

W;\ = radiant emittance per unit wavelength at 
wavelength A, 

E, = surface emissivity at wavelength A, 
C = a constant, 3.7414 X 10" (WlmZ) f./.m4, 
C2 = a constant, 1.4388 X 100f./.m(K), 

}, = wavelength in f./.m. and 
T = surface temperature in K. 

It is shown in the Appendix that (I) may be ap
proximated as follows: 

with C2 = 14388 f./.m . K and a nominal value of 
To = 288 K, CzITo = 49.96. equation (2) can be 
closely approximated by: 

WI, = C (To) PO/A rrEAPo ". (3) 

Accordingly. we have derived a convenient ex
pression for calculating the temperature sensi
tivity of aerial infrared scanning systems. At a 
typical predawn temperature of 288' K. we see 
from equations (I) and (3) that the detectable 
radiation emitted over the wavelength band and 
centered at A is proportional to fA PO,'.l Filters are 
used to define narrow bands. A few bands avoid 
both atmospheric absorption regions and wave-

I We note that the commonly used temperature pow~r 
law is T' (resulting from Stefan-Boltzmann's equation). 
This describes the temperature response of the lulaf 
radiant emittance [i.e .• the integral of equation (I) over 
all wavelengths] as well as for a band centered near 
12.5 JIm. 

lengths associated with anion groups in CCr7:~ 
minerals where the terrain behaves as a S"'r ..• 

t ... ,,,.,..,~ 

source. These bands are centered at 2.2 1, 1 

4.8, and 13.2 f./.m. At these wavelengths. ;h~:''::z,' 
responses vary. respectively. approximateh :l~ "w 

23rd, 14th, 13th, 10th. and 4th power of the .1;: 
lute temperature. 

The earth's emissivity is highly variable frci"':l 

one location to the next. However, the rat:o 

signals at two or more wavelengths can be uS<:d to 

obtain accurate surface-temperature meJ.su~ 
ments that depend very little upon emissivit"':lr:_ 
ations. For two bands at wavelengths A\ a-nd .\,. 
the temperature response of the signal ratio is: 

(';) 

Variations in the emissivity ratio are smaller by 1 

factor of ten or more than variations in the ao5<..'
lute emissivity for different natural terrains. At 
wavelengths where the radiation has the same 
spectral slope as a blackbody source. the emissi;:
ity ratio variations are very small. Thus. qUln
titative temperature measurements can be made. 
using signal ratios that are calibrated against a 
standard blackbody source. 

Where the surveyed terrain behaves in true 
graybody fashion, i.e., no matter \\-'hat material is 
scanned in the survey. the ratio of EA/E,\. is con
stant, then the ratio of two signals of differing 
wavelengths can be calibrated and the blackbody 
temperature obtained. In this work we let A = 5 
f./.m and 10 J.(m, respectiVely. because these are the 
common wavelengths that are recorded by pres
ent-day scanners and. as such. are the wavelengths 
in which our field data were obtained. However. 
energy radiated in the 10 JIm band does not gener
ally exhibit gray body behavior (Del Grande. 
1975) so that for future surveys another wave
length. e.g .. 13.2JIm, would be more appropriate. 
On the other hand. as discussed below. where the 
terrain surface is covered by \'egetation, radiation 
in the 10 JIm band does appear to behave in a 
graybody fashion. This permits us to develop the 
following relationships which apply at about 288 
K. a nominal field value for the surface blackbody 
temperature To from equation (4): 

JV. E .• Thlf) 

JVIO flOTb
5 

" 
(5) 

and 

CV• )11 .• (e. ) Ij' T
b

• 

IVI ., €iO 

(6) 
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.' -::~S that by ratioing the 5 and lO.um 
"'J calibrating the resulting signal, a di
: -,~r~ment of Tb , the blackbody temper
--. be obtained. For the specific problem 
":ting the emissivity necessary to correct 

'~~.\·hi~h was calibrated assuming a black
-, ·.~:e. the following relationships are ob

',,; ','ill equation (3): 

temperature associated with the sky and cloud 
cover. The emissivity is given by E,\ and the reflect
ance coefficient by I - EA' 

At some distance h, above the terrain, the meas
ured radiant emittance Wh consists of the trans
mitted surface radiance and the emitted radiance 
of the iritervening column of air. Thus, 

T", 0: fVIO '\'50 ex €IOI/5Tb, (7) 

, ,'- '!equations (7) and (8) to the 10th power 
., ;::;tng them. we derive the following ex
.,_: fur the surface emissivity flO: 

(9) 

_, .. ~ (9) holds for vegetated surfaces which 
':;r~~body behavior at 5 and lO,um, i.e .• the 

"for these surfaces is constant. We have 
-:~ :hat graybody b"havior does pertain to 

, ,·:.:~eS that we :luve measured since they 
-:;etation co"ered. and from the data of 
. ,~j Tantraporn (i 952) it can be shown that 

'0 "oJ f, f'Jr .lli di ferent vegetation samples 
.~! t(' btu::r tN;';'f one percent. This impiies 

,:"lugn tl'/€; is not necessarily unity. it 
,·~;tant for a vari,~ty of different vegetation 
,"d. thus. can be determined by calibration 

drrical alld physical basis for atmospheric 
-':"115 

~"'\pheric corrections for radiant temper
'" -~asurements must be made both for the 

-::un and emission in the intervening air 
'..:t\\een the surface and the scanner) and 

': rdlected sky radiation due to the non
':,; of the terrain. 

• C' 11974) has established the physical and 
:JI basis for these corrections. Near the 

,,:. the radiant emittance Wg is the sum of the 
:..: surface radiation and the reflected sky 

, .... 0n: 

IVg '= €'\Wb + (I - €x)Ws , (10) 

:'~Icripts g, A, b, and s refer. respectively, to 
. "~:Jted (graybody) temperature at the sur
, ':,e wavelength band, the directly measur-

'.Jckbody) surface temperature. and the 

Wh = W, (I - A) + Wa A. (II) 

The subscript a refers to the temperature of the air 
column. Most previous studies approximate the 
temperature of the air column as the value meas
ured for the air temperature outside the aircraft at 
the altitude of the scanner. These studies .will be 
used to estimate a value' for A, the absorption or 
emission' .of the air column appropriate for the 
conditions of our experiment to be discussed be
low. 

Tien (1974) shows that by eliminating W" to
gether with appropriate algebraic manipulations. 
equations (10) and (II) can be combined as fol
lows: 

W. b - Wh = 1. (-~-)(Wh - W.) 
EX 1 - Ax 

+ (~ ~-~)(Wh - W,). (12) 

He further applies a two-term truncated Taylor 
series expansion of the WeT) around Wh (Th ) on 
both sides of equation (12): 

W(Th + j,T) '" WheT) + ..lTW'h(Th ). (13) 

By canceling out terms of the form Wh (Th ). and 
dividing both sides of the subsequent equation by 
Wh (Th ), he obtains: 

(
1 - EX) + -- (T,. - Ts). 

EX 
(14) 

This approximation is valid when the temperature 
correction is small compared to the absolute sur
face tempera~ure, as is typically the case. Equa
tion (14) is in agreement with the experimental 
observations reported previously by Weiss (1971 ), 
Saunders (1970), and Shaw and Ir~e (1972). Most 
of these measurements were made over ocean sur
faces which had an emissivity of 0.986 near 10 ,urn, 
Equation (14) permits us, therefore, to correct 
directly for the blackbody temperatures at the 
earth's surface. 
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FIG. I. Locations of soil sample sites (after Peck et ai, 1972). 
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:. ~. Digicolor images of Scipio Center, N. y, site (see Figure I), 10 Jim image on left, 5 Jtm image on 
.'::~ The radiant temperatures range as follows: white = all above 59°F; red = 58°-59°F; yellow = 
-)8°F: green = 56°-5rF' cyan = 55°-56°F' blue = 54°-55°F' magenta = 53°-54°F' black = all 

~)\\53°F, ' , , , 
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':,1r l . the above steps take the raw but 
:J radiant temperature data obtained as 

, ':,1111 the scanner, make approximate cor
, ,;,1 them for variations in surface emissiv
, !inally. enable corrections for the atmo
. ;,1IuI110 to be made. A map of such surface 
',:ures. although perhaps accurate for the 

,1f lime during which the data were re
,: :s. however, transitory. Our next step, 

,,~. is tll calculate, on a point-by-point basis 
': ,Jme survey area,' the "normal" surface 

_,' ;lures (i.e., the temperatures that would be 
:c under equilibrium conditions due to all 

, ':;11~n\al causes other than' abnormal heat 
\\c accomplish this with a digital equilib

'Jr!}c:e temperature simulator model. 

,~:;':g Ihe "normal" surface temperature 

,;.d: i 1972a, b, c, d) has demonstrated the 
, .. ;:1,)1 of an equilibrium surface temperature 
, .:Ji [0 predict. with reasonable accuracy, 
':,'fcti:a! surface temperature for any given 

'n :'1~ terrain. The precision of the model is 
,':\ :l(bsted to a threshold of I mly . min-I 

" :.:' : C H FL' r and this threshold could be 
'c: re~J:ed. Outcalt (1972b) has shown that 

'; ',.lei;:! " sufficiently accurate to replicate sur
,: :eI11p¢fJ.ture differences on the order of ±O.2 

<c:i1td with different types of terrain as 
' .. ;:,1 airborne ir surveys. 
,:,Jir \ 1972b) describes the model as follows: 3 

h hrier. the operation of the general sim· 
c"l[ is based upon the energy con· 

';:.llioo equation which states that the 
.;, cumponents of the energy budget (net 
.Ju~iJn R, soil heat flux S, sensible heat 
'0\ H. and latent heat flux L) must have a 
:',) surn across a surface: 

R+S+H+L=O (I) 

In turn each of these terms is a complex 
'.'1I:t1011 of the environmental variables 
'~i.,;h specify the radiation and thermal 
-:tlpWies of the atmosphere and substrate 
~1<!d!a, At any instant in time these com
~')nents may be represented as functions of 
: lunlted set of environmental variables and 
c~ysical constants. These controlling varia
'Ie, are listed with their notation in Table l. 
Th~ components of the energy budget 

~quatlons can then be written in terms of 
:hese variables and the surface temperature 
I r) as 

; HFU = 1}1 cal·cm- 2 ·S- 1 = 0.042 W. m- 2 • 

: Reprinted by permission of the American Meteor
;h:al Society. 

R = f(LA T, DEC, D. R. 

ALBEDO. W. P. TSKY. T) (2) 

If the assumption is made that the soil 
temperature at the diurnal damping depth 
is approximately equal to the mean air tem
perature, then 

S = f(GEC, GD, TA, n (3) 

The turbulent transfer terms which are 
corrected for stability using the Richardson 
number may be expressed as 

H = f(U, ZO, P, TA, T), (4) 

L = f(U, ZO, P, RH, SRH, TA, T) (5) 

Table 1. Environmental input variables 

Station pressure (P) 
Latitude (LA T) 
Solar declination 

(DEC) 
Dust particles 

cm- 3 (D) 
Orbital radius 

vector (R) 
Surface Albedo 

(ALBEDO) 
Precipitable 

water(W) 
Sky radia,nt 

temperature (TSKy) 

Mean air 
T em perature (T A ) 

Mean Air 
Relative humidity (RN) 

Mean wind speed (U) 
Soil thermal 

diffusivity (GD) 
Soil volume 

Heat capacity (Ge) 
Surface roughness 

I.cngth (ZO) 
SoIl surface 

wetness (SRH) 

Note that in all of the above equations 
after specification of the input variables the 
surface temperature is the only unknown. 
The soil temperature profile is allowed to 
evolve by calculating a finite-difference so
lution from the preceding step. After the 
new soil thermal profile is calculated, the 
soil heat flux [equation (3)J is actually calcu
lated from the uppermost soil temperature 
level in place of TA, 

At each step through the diurnal cycle the 
solar radiation incident on a surface may be 
calculated for a clear day by means of a 
subroutine. Subroutines are also included 
to calculate specific humidity gradients, to 
fix the free air computation level, and to 
correct the thermal properties of the atmo
sphere for stability. 

_'It is apparent that if a sequence of 
guesses as to the value of the surface tem
perature are entered into the equation the 
correct guess would bring the energy budget 
equation [equation (I)} to zero: that cor
rect guess would be termed the equilibrium 
surface temperature. The equilibrium sur
face temperature is that temperature guess 
which produces a suitably small residual in 
the energy budget equation (e.g" 1 mly 
min-I). Then all the components of the en
ergy transfer regime (R, S. H, L) and the 
soil temperature vector are equally good 

.. 
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guesses, and the next iteration begins with a 
forward solution of the finite-difference 
form of the soil thermal diffusion equation. 

The output of this model is the absolute tem
perature as a function of solar time for each sur
vey point. It can be seen that if the theoretical 
point-by-point temperatures as computed from 
the above model are subtracted appropriately 
from the temperature data array that would be 
generated from the procedures previously de
scribed. the residual should be the thermal anom
aly field sought. 

Al"ALYSIS OF PRELIMINARY FIELD DATA 

On II October 1972, soil moisture data were 
collected along a 7 km line near Scipio Center, 
New York, while concurrent 4.5-5.5 JLm airborne 
ir data were recorded at an altitude of 2000 m 
above mean sea level (Peck et aI., 1972). These 
data. along with simultaneous multiband photo
graphs. were gathered by the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration in conjunction 
with the International Field Year for the Great 
Lakes program. These data, recorded over an area 
pn~sumed to have no abnormal heat flow, were 
used to make a preliminary test of our theoretical 
uPf1foach to airborne surface temperature mea
surements discussed above. Adequate informa
tion derived from these measurements, from local 
N<l'.ional Weather Service records, and from the 
lite-ature permit obtaining the arguments out
lined in Table I needed to evaluate the surface 
terr.perature simulator. 

Daia collection 

A Daedalus Enterprises Dual Channel Scanner, 
model DS 1230, was used to gather simultaneously 
the 4.5-5.5 jlm and 8-12 JLm data.' The flight line 
(no. 1.1) was flown in a north-south direction over 
the study profile line. The profile line parallels 
Skillet Road and is offset 300 m (±25 m) to the 
east of it (Figure I). The airborne data were gath
ered at an altitude of 1700 m above mean terrain 
on II October 1972 at 1527 hours local solar time 
[1519 hours local mean time (EST)]. 

The weather was sunny with high cirrus and 
scattered altocumulus clouds and 20-mile visibil
ity. The ambient air temperature was 11°C at 1m 
above the ground surface. The mean wind speed 
was IO knots. Soil samples were taken from 10 em 
beneath the surface by auger. The soil moisture 

• Mean values, i.e., 5 I'm and \0 I'm will be used for 
simplicity in the discussion that follows. 

percent by weight in each core sample was de' . ,e~ 

mmed later. A general description of the Vel!e(.:!_ 

tion was made at each soil.sampling site. Sp;",:;.: 
soil data were not collected, but general des,;r;~ 
tions can be obtained from Soil Conser\:ati~n 
Service maps. 

The ir data were recorded simultaneously in t::c 
5 and 10 jlm wavelengths on magnetic tape. C.11:. 
brated digitized images were then prepared.' The 
quantitative "Digicolor" format presents the r:Id,. 
ant emittance data as six discrete levels, each bel 
corresponding essentially to a 1°F (= O.6'C) 
change of blackbody t~~perature from 53°F 10 

59°F (I1.7°C-15.0°C). The calibration is estab
lished by two blackbody reference sources that are 
an integral part of the IR scanner used for this 
work. The blackbody reference sources are 
adusted so as to straddle the radiant temperature 
values observed in the given airborne mission. For 
the Scipio Center flight line, reference values of 
10°C and 20°C were used. The blackbody refer
ence sources are calibrated in the laboratorv be
fore each mission by scanning, in the !O JLm r;nge. 
a water bathS I m from the scanner. The temper
ature of the water bath is varied from 5°C to 40°C 
in 2 degree steps. The radiant emittance data re- [ 
corded by the scanner can, therefore, be divided I 
into discrete levels corresponding to calibrated I 
blackbody temperatures. This does not imply that I 
these are the exact or directly measurable ground I 
surface temperatures, but rather the radiant i 
ground surface temperatures modified by (a) thd 
surface emissivity, (b) the absorption and reemis-l 
sion of the intervening air column between thej 
scanner and the ground, and (c) the sky radiationj 
reflected from the ground. These effects must bel 
corrected as discussed above. ! 

Quallli/yillg the calibrated Digicolor images i 
The calibrated radiant emittance data are pre-I 

sen ted as images on 70 mm color film (Figure 2)., 
Each 1°F (O.6°C) level of radiant temperatur~ • I 
from 53°F (11.7°C) to 59°F (15.0°C) is displayed 
in a different color. Everything lower than 5Jo~ 
(11.7°C) is black and everything higher than 59°R 
(15.0G e) is white. The 70 mm Digicolor film strip~ 
for both the 5 jlm and \0 11m wavelengths wer~ 
optically enlarged to convenient dimensions and I 
the soil profile line was overlain on the imagerYI 
The radiant temperature values along the profild 
line. were then recorded. ! 

• Digicolor Images by Daedalus Enterprises, Inc. pre
i 

sen ted on 70 mm color film. i 
• The water is presumed to have an emissivity E of Ii 
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.,1< I. rmisshfty (f) of common vegetation 

.. (after Wolfe, 1965) --
~:.'::1 laurel 

· "'-,.\ :~af(dry. top) 
,~:\. '.op) .- ,~< bottom) 

: .:"".,, [ maple leaf(dry. 

. :,. ,,\:',:er color-oak 
· '\ ~,' :-, , 

.··~.·i"'-.:':' twigs (jack pine) 
_-:,~.," ~scue(dry) 
· , .. , .... " red oak 

. ' .. <,,;tt'\ merican jack pine 
-. .l,"":.ii';O spruce 

3-5 11m 8-13 11m 

= 0.90 = 0.92 
0.94 0.96 
0.90 0.90 
0.86 0.94 

0.87 0.92 

0.90 0.92 
0.96 0.97 
0.82 0.88 
0.90 0.96 
0.88 0.97 
0.87 0.94 

.1::;.:[i0:1 of Figure 1 shows that the data 
. ,c;'l'\)rt our theory is taken over an area 

.. : it} ·,:;n2. In a typical regional geophysical 
.in .1ftl of this sizl! would generally con

-.\ .l few data points representing in
'C' l'~' the field around them. Since a cluster 

., tc.:"·:ique divided our 38 data samples 
'i' r.J'~:~! terrain groups (group 1 having 

i: .i:':cg \egetation. group 2 having live 
i .. :;l'~! 1 L:Schack et ai, 1975), we elected to 
} ~ r.':l". \'aiues of temperature associated 
; 

:.,:h ;:·)UP as an appropriate integrated 
. : I>' ;:Jmpa,ison for a residual anomaly 

\,x("diilgly. our tabulations of observed 
.. ;~<:rd temperatures wii! be listed follow-

Radial/( (emperallire dala corrections 

Emissivity corrections can be directly estimated 
when thl! emissivity ratio (in this case fIQ/E,) is 
constant. From equation (9) we obtain the fol
lowing: 

(
T )10 T:o = kElO ex: EIO, (15) 

where k is a constant. 
Then. using equation (I5) we determine surface 

emissivity values at 18 locations in group 1 and 16 
locations in group 2. The constant of proportion
ality k for these two groups was determined from 
published data. The mean value of flO for II vege
tation types (Table I) cited by Wolfe (1965) is 
equal to 0.935. We assumed flO for our data 
groups had the same mean value, and obtained 
the following equations from which the emissivity 
values were determined. 

Group I 

.9593(T~o)1O 
Ta 

(16) 

Group 2 

(
T )10 

EIO = .9582 T:o (17) 

The emissivity values for each location along with 

Tahle 2. Group I-temperature data for dry \egetation-coyered areas. 

Soil (.322X) X (~X ;:1 oisture~ T. Tc ~IO flO T. T10 

rercent K K flo (TIO - 277.0) (TIO - 260.7) K K 

38.1 292.5 290.2 .939 3.5 1.7 287.9 287.3 
36.6 292.7 293.0 .914 3.5 2.4 288.2 286.8 
3~.9 293.0 291.4 .907 3.5 2.7 288.4 286.8 
32.6 292.5 293.1 .939 3.5 1.7 287.9 287.3 
31.8 293.2 290.4 .934 3.7 1.9 288.4 287.6 
31.8 292.5 289.8 .939 3.5 1.7 287.9 287.3 
31.8 292.3 292.9 .924' 3.4 2.1 287.9 286.8 
31.7 293.0 291.2 .907 3.5 2.7 288.4 286.8 
31.5 ' 291.0 289.9 .939 3.2 1.6 286.8 286.2 
28.8 292.5 290.0 .939 3.5 1.7 287.9 287.3 
28.6 291.0 292.9 .939 3.2 1.6 286.8 286.2 
18.5 291.5 293.5 .924 3.2 2.1 287.3 286.2 
27.8 291.0 292.5 .939 3.2 1.6 286.8 286.2 .. , 
25.4 291.0 289.9 .939 3.2 1.6 286.8 286.2 
24.4 291:5 292.7 .924 3.2 2.1 287.3 286.2 
23.6 291.8 293.5 .942 3.4 1.6 287.3 286.8 
20.5 290.7 292.4 .997 3.3 0.1 286.2 287.3 
16.4 290.2 294.3 .942 3.0 1.5 286.2 285.7 

29.2 291.88 291.87 .935 3.4 1.8 287.47 286.72 '-------~~--~~~--~~~------------------------------------------------~' lalue 
. :lrd 
""':Jtion 5.5 .92 1.51 .019 0.2 0.6 0.71 0.53 

I 
,j 

" ;j 
H 
1 

j 
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Table 3. Group 2-temperature data for green vegetation-covered areas. 

Soil 
moisture, Tb Te 

Location perc.:nt K K flO 

41al 46.3 293.0 290.0 .913 
I-I 43.6 291.8 289.3 .942 
4-la 38.0 292.5 291.4 .939 
1-2 34.2 290.7 289.9 .948 
2-6 34.1 290.7 292.6 .948 
1-4 33.4 290.8 291.8 .922 
3-1 32.8 291.6 293.4 .922 
3-8 29.2 292.5 290.8 .939 
4-lb 29.2 291.5 293.2 .912 
3-lla 28.9 291.6 291.8 .922 
3-7 28.0 292.5 293.3 .929 
3-11 28.0 290.3 290.7 .948 
3-10 27.5 292.5 292.9 .929 
2-5 26.4 289.4 291.6 .967 
2-la 26.4 291.3 291.0 .932 
2-3 20.9 290.7 292.0 .948 

Mean value 31.7 291.46 291.61 .935 
Standard 

d.:viation 6.4 0.99 1.27 .014 

the soil moisture, the radiant temperatures, the 
blackbody temperatures and the calculated "nor
mal" temperatures are listed in Table 2 (for the 
group I data) and Table 3 (for the group 2 data). 

Whereas the published data for flO ranged from 
0.88 to 0.97 and had a standard deviation of 
0.028. our data ranged from 0.907 to 0.997 with a 
standard deviation of 0.019 (for group I) and 
from 0.912 to 0.967 with a standard deviation of 
0.014 (for group 2). The emissivities that we have 
derived based on (a) the calibrated radiant tem
perature values, (b) the power law thermal model, 
and (c) the assumption of a mean value for flO 

equal to 0.935, appear to be in agreement with 
measurements made by Hodder (personal com
munication, 1974). They have a slightly lower av
erage emissivity than the value 0.963. calculated 
from the data taken by Gates and Tantraporn 
(1952). Without field measurements of theemis
sivities at specific locations. the possibility exists 
that the mean emissivity value at 10 J.!III may be as 
much as 3 percent higher. 

Corrections for the atmospheric column. equa
tion (14), embodies the analytical technique that 
we use to obtain the true surface temperature at 
each point. Rewriting this equation gives us the 
difference between the surface blackbody temper
ature Tb for the vegetated terrain and the mea
sured radiant temperature Th , given by the cali
brated radiant temperature TIO in our experiment: 

(
228

) x (' -t" X 
flO flO Ts T,o 

(Tw - 277.0) (Tw - 260.7) K K 

3.5 2.5 288.4 287.0 
3.4 1.6 287.3 286.8 
3.5 1.7 286.5 286.2 
3.1 1.4 286.5 286.2 
3.1 1.4 286.5 286.2 
3.0 2.1 286.8 285.7 
3.2 2.2 287.3 286.2 
3.5 1.1 287.9 287.3 
3.2 2.4 287.3 285.9 
3.2 2.2 287.3 286.2 
3.5 2.0 287.9 287.0 
3.0 1.4 286.2 285.9 
3.5 2.0 287.9 287.0 
2.9 0.8 286.2 285.7 
3.2 1.9 287.0 286.2 
3.1 1.4 286.5 286.2 

3.2 1.8 287.18 286.42 

0.2 0.4 0.67 0.53 

'+ e -E10)(TlO - T.). (18 
EIO 

The first term on the right-hand side 
izes the temperature correction for the intervenin 
atmospheric air path. According to the em .. 
results or Weiss (1971), the temperature 
(TIO - Ta) for an air column of 1700 m is 9.73 
Consequently we let Ta = 277.0 Kwhich is 9.73 0 

lower than the mean value of TIO (ror group 1 
The absorption coei'Rcient A 10 was determined 
be 0.244, based on the empirical results rPr""tp,/ 

by Saunders (1970) corrected to meet the 
tions or our experiment. The coefficient A 10, 

depends on atmospheric absorption and reem 
sion. is a function of the water vapor mixing rat 
which we took as 3.5 gm/kg for a rdative hum 
ity of 48 percent. Given a 300 m path, "'U'~!1~'''q 
(1970) computes the effective absorption AIO 
0.082 for this mixing ratio. We corrected (linearly 
for a path of 1700 m, and reduced the . 
to compensate for our experimental filter, whi 
had a narrower detection band (about 8-12 
compared to the 8-15J.!m used by Saunders). 
latter efTect reduces the value or A 10 by a factor 
about 1.9 or less, based on the results of 
made by \V eiss (1971). We believe the value take 
for A 10. based on simplitled assumptions for 
longer column or air and for the ditTerent 
tion tilter. could be as much as 20 percent 
than the value used in our calculations. With 
field measurements to verify this atmospheric 
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; Cwrc(:led surface temperature measurements from ratios of dual-band infrared surveys at 5 amI 
,-~ l" cr. ·:,,<:tated terrain. The data for small areas of about 300 m2 vary from the mean as much as;! 
:~2- ,,;:a~r time. By smoothing the data,. the average temperatur~s f?r large area.s of 70,000 (curv\: 

-J I (1C;.!jGO (curve b) 01 2 were found to differ by 0.2 :::: 0.1 K. ThiS difference malOly resulted from 
. ',\rm~,' :;:mperature drop with increasing altitude. Taken from Del Grande (1975). 

·~:a. \\~ must include this possibility in our 
. '-<:yu~n: discussion of errors. 
: ~~ second term on the righ t-hand side of equa
, II ~) characterizes the tern perature correction 
. :he rctkcted sky radiation from a nonblack 

·,.;e. The average sky temperature, contrib-
-~ to this effect Ts , was taken at 260.7 K to 

::','sent the corditions during the survey. 

'f ,wre([~d surface temperature data 

l. \umrnary of the data and temperature correc
:\ is gi1en in Tables 3 and 4. The location of 

" data pllSitions, the percentage soil moisture. 
': ':,)[reeled surface temperature, and the calcu
·~d surface temperature (discussed below) are 
. '~n in the first four columns. Also included are 
'~cmissi\ity values flO calculated from equations 
"and (17) and the temperature corrections for 

the atmospheric path and the reflected sky radi
ation from equation (18). The uncorrected radiant 
temperatures at 5 .urn and 10 .um are given for 
purposes of comparison. The mean value and 
standard deviation are calculated for each of these 
parameters. 

We note surprisingly good agreement between 
the correct mean experimental surface temper
ature To and the calculated mean surface temper
ature Te. based on our model that is discussed 
below. For group I (dry vegetation), the experi
mental value for the mean is 0.01 K higher than 
the calculated value; for group 2 (green vegeta
tion), the experimental value is 0.15 K lower than 
the calculated value. 

The standard deviations calculated from the 
data are for each measurement somewhat less 
than the corresponding standard deviations based 
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on our model. There are two known effects which 
would contribute to this. First, the dispersion as
sociated with partitioning the calibrated radiant 
temperature data into discrete temperatures, each 
separated by about 0.6 K, does not reflect the 
natural dispersion. Second, the surfaces with 
lower than average emissivities cool less efficiently 
since they radiate less efficiently. Hence, they are 
apt to be at a higher temperature. Conversely, 
surfaces with higher than average emissivities tend 
to be at a lower temperature. In each case the 
radiated signal, determined by a lower emissivity 
at a higher temperature or a higher emissivity at a 
lower temperature, has less dispersion than that of 
the surface temperature. The corrections which 
we made for the emissivities flO tend to increase 
the dispersion, but not to the extent calculated by 
our model. 

It is also interesting to note how the reflected 
sky radiation and the intervening atmospheric 
radiation affect the radiant temperature measure-

50 

40 

i! . 
~ 
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30 ~ 

f-< 
..; 
3: 
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0 
~ 
;;g 
::J 

20 
..:l 
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.25 .50 .75 

ments. The reflected sky radiation increases I 

detectable radiation. thus compensating for 1 

non black surface with a larger effect for surf?1 
with lower emissivities, and thus masking the 
fect of emissivity variations. The atmospheric c, 
umn introduces an error between the surface tel 
perature and .the measured temperature th 
increases approximately linearly with altitu 
based on' the experimental studies of Weiss (197 i 

Errors associated with the corrected temperature 
data 

The effect of increasing the mean emissivi 
from 0.935 to 0.965 (by 3 percent) would decrea! 
the temperature correction term. s in equation (I] 
by about 1.0 K. If the higher mean value for flO 

us~d together with an absorption coefficient A 10 

0.293 (20 percent higher than the value used), t J 

two effects compensate for each other, and tIl 
resulting temperature correction is within 0.1 K ~ 
the values calculated in Tables 3 and 4. Errol' . , . I 
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FrG. 4. Soil thermal diffusivity versus soil moisture. 
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.' 'Iith a ± 10 K uncertainty in the aver
-" ":~i11rcrature introduce a ±0.7 K uncer
, '. :hc C\)rrection for reflected sky radiation. 

" .I ::::: K uncertainty in the temperature 
' .. ~I the air column introduces a ±0.7 K 
".:;; ttlr the associated correction term. 
. ,';\lr, of a random nature associated with 

were based on 100 vegetated terrain groups in
stead of 2 (each with about 20 temperature meas
urements), the mean temperature could be esti
mated with a precision of ±O.l K. 

This approach was used to evaluate temper-

". ,::;ull1cntation range from 0.25 to 0.50 K. 
_, \\\c:all experimental uncertainties asso
.::/1 lht:se effects, added in quadrature, 

Table 4. Input meterological modeling data to Outcalt 
model, October 11.1972.* 

" "< .!ndut 1 K. 

Latitude 
Solar declination 
Orbital radius vector 
Dust 
Station pressure 
Precipitable water 
Mean diurnal temperature 
Air humidit\· fraction 
Air wind \'eiocity 

42.S0 
-6.4° 
.99S2 
I particle! cc 
lOIS m b 
9mm 
9.5°C 
.4S 
447 cm/sec(lO mph) 

. <;;lIll.!rile, uncertain atmospheric condi
.. :;iJ introduce systematic errors of ± 1 K. 

, 'Dra! :cmperature variations (as shown by 
- . ·JJrd Jcviations computed in Tables 3 and 
,; ; : I K. However, if the mean temperature * The last five values are 24-hour mean values. 

Table 4. Continued. 
-··----:S:-o:':'il--S:::-o"7il:--------------------------

Jd1'usivity heat 
til\ vol) capacity 
.:n~l/sec cal cm- 3 

10'2 C'l 

70 .66 
.715 .53 
.67 .68 
.63 .8l 

I \ 

~;: .. 
·1 \ 
;: ~ 

.75 

.69 

.77 
_90 

.~o 
.il5 
.77 

.75 

.75 

.75 

.76 

.72 

.75 
)1} 

.68 

.70 

.70 

.65 

.70 

.70 

• ':. 'il-IA .65 
1.-\1 .75 
I B .75 

.75 
J .75 
.j .7"5 

.85 
6 .70 

'·RIW·l .65 
I B .67 

.70 

.70 

.60 

.68 

.57 

..14 
.50 
.62 
.50 
.57 

.60 

.60 

.59 

.56 

.63 

.60 

.51 

.69 

.64 

.64 

.70 

.64 

.65 

.73 

.59 
.61 
.59 
.60 
.60 
.50 
.64 

.73 

.69 

.64 

.64 

XIV 
vol of 
H10, 

percent 

41 
29 
44 
57 

36 
44 
33 
20 
26 
31 
26 
33 

36 
36 
35 
32 
39 
36 
27 
45 
40 
40 
46 
40 
41 

49 
35 
37 
35 
36 
36 
26 
40 

49 
45 
40 
41 

Soil 
wet 

fraction* 
percent 

33.4 
23.6 
34.2 
43.6 

2S.6 
34.1 
26.4 
16.4 
20.9 
24.4 
20.5 
26.4 

2S.0 
2S.0 
27.5 
25.4 
29.2 
28.0 
21.6 
35.3 
31.5 
31.7 
36.6 
31.S 
32.S 

38.0 
46.3 
29.2 
27.S 
2S.5 
2S.S 
20.1 
31.S 

38.1 
34.9 
31.8 
32.6 

Emis
siv!ty, 

flO 

.94 

.94 

.94 

.94 

.94 

.94 

.94 

.93 

.94 

.93 

.93 

.93 

.94 

.93 

.93 

.94 

.94 

.93 

.95 

.92 

.94 

.92 

.92 

.93 

.93 

.94 

.92 

.92 

.94 

.93 

.94 

.93 

.93 

.94 

.92 

.94 

.94 

Surface 

Points 
Albedo, roughness Ex- Slope. 
percent Zo cm posure*'" percent 

I-RISO-4 
3 
2 
I 

20 
15 
20 
15 

2-R ISO-6A 15 
6 IS 
5 22 
4 20 
3 10 
2 20 
I IS 

IA 15 

3-R 180-11 22 
IIA 18 

IO 22 
9 IS 
S 20 
7 IS 

in shade 6A IS 
not used >6 18 

5 12 
4 15 
3 IS 
2 12 
I 22 

4-RISO-IA 20 
IAI 20 

IB 22 
2 18 
3 18 
4 12 
5 12 
6, 20 

5-RISO-1 12 
IB 13 

2 13 
3 12 

2 
.9 
4 
7 

o 
o 
o 
o 

.9 0 

.4 0 
2 0 

.7 0 
2 0 
2 0 
2 0 

12 ISO (N) 

3 135(NW} 
7 ISO(N) 

.8 135 (NW) 
12 135 
4 135 

.S 135 
70 135 
70 135 
9 135 
9 135 

.9 135 
9 135 
.4 135 

1.1 135 
7 135 

1.0 .135 
1.I 135 
.9 135 
12 135 
6 135 

1.I 180 (N) 

7 180 
9 180 
9 ISO 
7 ISO 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
5 
6 

1.5 
6 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
4 
4 
4 
4 

2 
2 
2 
2 
5 
5 
5 
I 

::,!~.!,ur<d soil moisture by weight. 
L IPOSlirc 0° = sOllth increases to ISOo in both east and west directions, positive when directed west of south. 
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ature variations associated with changing eleva-' 
tions (Del Grande, 1975) as shown in Figure 3. 
The data analyzed were based on the Scipio Cen
ter survey discussed in this paper. Del Grande 
discerned the temperature rise from 292.1 ±O.I K 
to 292.3 ± 0.1 K at the 290 m elevation, over that 
at the 370 m elevation, this 0.2 ± 0.1 K mean 
temperature difference, found at topographic ele
vations differing by 80 m, resulted mainly from 
the expected temperature drop with increasing al
titude modified by vegetation and surface mois
ture differences. Whereas midafternoon temper
atures for localized sites smaller than 300 m2 

varied as much as I or 2 K from the mean temper
ature averaged over a larger area (for example 
about 100,000 m2

), the standard errors of the 
mean temperatures for areas of 70,000 and 
160,000 m2 were on the order of 0.1 K. A similar 
tern perature difference of 0.2 ±O.I K would be 
produced by a conductive heat flow intensity of 30 
± 15 H FU. This is lower than the estimated heat 
flow threshold of 75 HFU believed realistic by 
some scientists (e.g., Watson, 1974). We believe as 
a result of the recent studies that it is feasible to 
identify conductive heat flows of 30 ± 15 HFU .or 
lower. 

COMPVTA TION OF ":\OR'\IAL" 
lE\IPERATVRES 

by laboratory analysis from samples collected ;. 
the field at the time of the experiment. The the'j 

mal radiation emissivity.was determined by meln 
ods outlined above. Solar albedo was estimato 
for the field sites from published data (Chan~ 
1968; Kondratyev, 1969). Aerodynamic surfa~ 
roughness was estimated using an empirical rela 
tionship developed. by Kung and Lettau (se 

Chang, 1968). Slope and exposure were collect;!1 
directly from the 7'h minute U.S.G.S. quadrang!. 
of Scipio Center, N.Y. The solat declination a~1 
radius vector were obtained from List (1966). 
24-hour mean meteorological data were 
lated from raw data observed at the first 
NOAA/NWS station at Syracuse, N.Y. 

Simulation results 

The Outcalt model was evaluated using the i 
put variables listed in Table 4. A 
value of emissivity t'lo, estimated from the 
ature, was used in conjunction with the 
listed variables to develop a raw, simulated 
body surface temperature for each site locatio 
Since the model simulates surface tern 
values on integral hours (solar time), we 
puted simulated temperatures for 1500 and 1 
hours and linearly interpolated surface tern 
ature values for 1527 hours solar time (the 
l:tted solar time corresponding to a flight time 
1519 hours local standard mean time for Sc 
Center on that date). As our analysis 

Using the surface temperature simulation 
model outlined above and described in detail by 
Outcalt (1972a), we have computed the "nonnal" 
temperatures that would be theoretically expected 
at each of the sam pie locations shown in Figure I, 
providing there is no anomalous heat 'flow. 

Estimation a/sur/ace environmental parameters 

The soil thermal diffusivity was estimated from 
Figure 4 which was constructed from published 
data (Baver, 1972: Van Wijk, 1966). The soil vol
umetric heat capacity (C) was estimated assuming 
a volumetric mineral fraction (Xm) of 0.47 and a 
volume fraction of organic matter (Xo) of 0.04, 
and a variable water content (Xw ), assuming a 49 
percent porosity by volume. The relationship used 
is described in Van Wijk (1966) by De Vries and 
presented here as: 

however, we felt that it would be valuable 
convert the previously simulated graybody 
p,:ratures to blackbody temperatures so that 
could be directly compared with the observed 
corrected blackbody temperatures To, listed 
Tables 2 and 3. To avoid having to recompute 
the simulated temperatures so derived, each 
body temperature was mUltiplied by (tl1~" -

C = .46 Xm + 0.6 Xo + Xw cal cm- 3C- 1, (19) 

The volume fraction was calculated from field 
data assuming a bulk density of 1,3 gm/cc, 

The soil wet fraction or surface relative humid
ity fraction was used synonymously with soil 
moisture percent (by weight) that was determined 

to obtain the surface blackbody tempera 
These simulated blackbody temperatures Tc 
listed in Tables 2 and 3. 

When these simulated surface temperatures 
are compared with the observed and ~~'·r"'f·tp£i 

temperatures Tb for the two groups, we can 
that, given a modest number of samples, 
model appears to simulate very well the 
observed temperatures for each group as shown 
Tables 3 and 4. 

Errors associated with preparing a residual 
anoll/aly map 

We have discussed above the errors a~~'U\;;lUlt:\J 
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4· 
i'!l~ -;llil;!t. 

.' tilerc are also errors that must be con
,: .~~ " JfC associated with the results simu
::,,:'~~ Outcalt model. This is illustrated by 

" ,.: ,h.: l an overall one-to-one correlation 
, ",,'oi\ cd and simulated temperature data 
. 'r :he tWO terrain groups is not observed. 
." c':' correlation may be due in part to 

rmlned '::-t ~t.~, 
\\..1 ... C\.tmlU~~ 

d.t l~ "I'.la,,'1f; 
. n.lm", ~~ 

a n em pu-",,~ 'Tlu. 
and l..c:1t-¥w 1_ 

.... a-c~"''Ii!fi 
.S.G.S.q~~ 
lar dcdjnilb~ #hj! 

Li>t ( I ~~. -"~ 
data ""Ctt ,.~ 
al the fi~ ~ 

N.Y. ., 

, tWn. U-ilft,. 
.' 4. A prd~ 
, ted from the ~ 

with 1M ~ 
. simul;ued~ 

each site!~ 
f:lce tempc::r.;~ 

r time). ""e ~ 
for 1500 Jnd ld 

surface I~" 
iar time (the c~4!i«c 
to a !light !Utle: ~r 

time for ~\ 
ysis pro~rn~, 
bt: VaiU.lM ,t 
gra)boo, :~ 

sotlull~ 

the observed ~ 
T., I i>tcd llt 

, .: d.!:.i corrections discussed above, to lack 
.. ·~,,~e"l L)f the model, or more probably, to 
, " the: input variables that were used by the 
. \'~dC!'~' for many of the input variables had 

~~ ",[i:r,.'tcd from the literature, since these 
" ~j not been measured at the time of over

: in a~ operational situation, however, they 
: ~c r.'c.:5ured without much difficulty, and, 

'.< IJE,j Input data are available, the model 
'C'~n Sf;Jwn to simulate surface temperatures 

.-,_.~r.:djuring the night by an ir scanner) 
: ·().2K : Outcalt 1972b). Unfortunately, lack

! .~~h ;:-:rut data measurements, there is no 
'>'.~ c,t "timating the spread of errors asso

i _:~ \\ i:~. the temperatures simulated in the 
j ·~ct \\');'. We recognize that the closeness of 
. ··w: ''":lulated values to the mean observed t .~'. i.c .. 0.01 and 0.15 K, may be fortuitous, 
t '. '~:! ~i;··iAcant error about these values can be 

• \. '1J';': un our analysis of errors. However, 
. '~:n~ ::'c\t it is meaningful that a Student 
.:~ -rf c,[ applied to data from both groups 
" :hol: the hypothesis that the observed and 

- .. ::c2 :o:mperatures statistically come from 
. 'j~:c ~.;pulation, can be accepted at the 95 

··.c'1t c,:':1:idence level. This implies that, at least 
· " ;l:Je·:cal basis, the "normal" temperature 
· .~, co;;,;cuted by the Outcalt model can be 
· -:\lr.:C \\ ith the observed values to derive a 
"iU,11 ii:1omaly map. It seems likely that as we 
.• : more observed values and simulate more sur
.. ': temperatures that match the geographic posi
.. , of the observed data, the significant error in 

ups, \\e on _ 

of samples. Ik 
~ery well the ~ 
:hgroup assho'4l'1_ 

';:1 group of values will be reduced. It also ap
''"is from our limited data that as the number of 
·~es from both the observed and simulated pop

. ,::ons increases, the means of these popUlations 
, : con1erge. Whether this will prove to be the 
.. ~ as more data are recorded and analyzed, and 

15 a residual 

- 'r.: sim ulations are run, has yet to be deter-
- ;ed .. -\-ccordingly, we think that the method-

'gy discussed shows promise and considerably 
:::Jter neld and modeling efforts are warranted. 

SDI:\IARY AND CONCLUSIO:,\S 

Our results suggest a way of utilizing ir data as 

a geophysical tool instead of a medium amenable 
only to photointerpretation, as is most commonly 
done. To do this, numerous complicating factors 
must be removed, i.e., the effects of surface emis
sivity, soil composition and soil moisture. topog
raphy, hydrology, and meteorological conditions • 
which can completely mask the temperature ef
fects sought. The techniques developed herein ap
pear to be useful in making the needed corrections 
to raw ir data, thus permitting the isolation of the 
true temperature anomalies sought. The steps re
quired to accomplish this are as follows: 

I) Reduce the effect of emissivity. If the ~mis
sivity ratio is constant, as appeared to be the 
case where the terrain had vegetative cover, 
equation (6) suggests that the signal ratio 
(WS/WIO)1/5 ,= (Es/EIO)l/sTb can be used to 
determine the surface temperature. 

2) Once the effects of emissivity have been re
moved from the signal, the corrections for me
teorological, topographical, and ground sur
face conditions can be applied by simulating 
the "normal" surface temperatures that would 
be expected at each point on this terrain at the 
time of.data collection. The residual between 
the observed surface temperatures and the 
temperatures simulated by the model can then 
be attributed to the anomalous conditions 
sought. 

As an example of this, we observed that for the 
18 points belonging to group I. the mean of the 
simulated temperatures were essentially equal to 
the mean of the associated 18 obsert:ed temper
ature values, and that for the 16 group 2 values 
the difference was 0.1 0c. Moreover, the simulated 
and the observed temperatures appear to come 
from the same popUlation. This suggests to us that 
with a sufficiently large number of data samples 
recorded by airborne means, and taken within a 
nominal area of perhaps 500 m on a side, the 
means of the simulated temperatures can be made 
to converge on the means of tne observed (and 
corrected) temperature values such that a true 
surface temperature contour map could be con
structed. The construction of such a map implies 
that data values will be sufficiently far apart so 
that the usual photograph-like surface detail will 
be deliberately averaged out to produce a temper
ature map representing a large area. If all correc
tions have been made properly such that the sig
nificant error is small, and there is no abnormal 
heat flow in the area owing to near-surface geo-
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logic processes, then the residual between the ob
served and simulated data will approach zero. 
Where temperature residuals are not zero and 
meaningful geologic patterns can be interpreted 
from the residual anomaly maps, the results of 
our methodology suggest a potential new tech
nique for geophysical exploration. 
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APPENDIX (
"' ( / exp (-y) ) . ely . 

'", 1 - exp(-Y) 
(A-7) 

. <,~~\ral radiant emittance WI., measured 
':-' ,'f (Wutts/m 2 )/unit wavelength. is what 
:::~d by an airborne ir scanning system. 

The term 

',', ~'lllation expresses WI. as follows: 
.---EP (-21-
1 - exp (-y) 

. W, == t.,CtX-5[exp(C2/XT) _1]-1. A·I 

,urfJce emissivity at a given wavelength X, 
.1.-'+14 X 108

, W/m2 . JIm" 

can be expanded in a binomial series. as 

! .-+388 X 104 JIm . K, 
II :\\'clength in JIm, 

. _ 'lliface temperature in K. 

'.~ th~ scanner senses not the entire range of 
. :~d energy but only that energy contained in 
: .j\dength band for which the system is de-
0" :J. ~quation (A-I) should be expressed as 

(A-2) 

<:c;,lify the mathematics, we will make the 

\\ ~:-i~ sub:;titution: 

.. ~. therefore . it foHows that X 

(A-3) 

Cz/Ty. By 

(A-4) 

'~_jtiCfl (.'\-2) can now be rewritten 

;r 
,.';, €),C

1 

,/.., exp (y) - 1 

.(_C
2

-
4T 4

/) dy,7 (A-5) 

1", ( / ) . dy 
y, exp (y) - 1 . 

(A-6) 

\\ultiplying the numerator and denominator 
.)tthe bracketed term by (exp -y), we have 

Jnd 

l exp (-y) 

~PT-Y)' 

'" 
exp-Y 1: exp (- lilY) 

m=O 

or 

exp (-y)[exp (-0) + exp (-y) 

+ exp (-2y) + . -' exp (-my)1 

[exp(-y)+ exp(-2y)+ 

exp (- 3y) + .. - exp -em + l)yI 

which can be expressed as 

'" 1: exp (-my). 
m=l 

Equation (A-7) can now be rewritten using the 
above expansion and eliminating the negative sign 
by reversing the fimits of integration as follows: 

W = f,C 1CZ -4 T 4 

. f' l(; exp (-my)) ely. (A-8) 

Integrating equation (A-8) by parts. using the form 

J 
3 / exp (- lilY) 

Y exp (- /IIY) ely = ::-..::.:.:~'--~:"'<' 
- /11 

_ 2.. J / exp (-my) dy,S 
-1/1 

we obtain 

ro 

1: exp (-111.1'1) 
m=l 

(A-9) 

1 For integrations over small wavelength intervals. f~ 
"con,idered constant; A applies to the mean wave-

• Standard Mathematical Tables. Chemical Rubher 
Company. 12th Ed .• 1962. p. 309. Integral #354. 

kngth. 
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Equation (A-9) is a complete expansion of Planck's 
equation. However, it is unwieldy to evaluate for 
our emissivity ratio analysis. 

Accordingly, we have derived an approxima
tion of equation (A-9) that considerably simplifies 
the mathematics. Differentiating equation (A-I) 
with respect to T and holding A constant, we 
obtain 

cI W). = f).CIA-r. 

.(C2 /AT
2

) exp (C2/A~) ciT. 
(exp (C2/AT) - It 

(A-1 0) 

Dividing equation (A-IO) by W)., we obtain 

dW). = (C2/AT
2

) exp (C2/AT) ciT, 
W). [exp (CjAT) - 1] 

(A-l1) 

or 

dW). = / ) (C2 , AT 
W). 

(A-12) 

The bracketed term, by multiplying and dividing 
by exp (- C./AT). can be rewritten 

L - exp ~-C2/>-T)J • 

which is of the form 1/1 - x, where x = exp 
(-C./AT). It therefore can be expressed as a bino
mial expansion of the form 

'" 
1 0 + -- =1 + x + x-

l - x 
... xm = E xm, 

m=f) 

as long as exp(-C./AT) < 1. This will be the case 
for the wavelengths of interest in this work. With 
the nominal temperature of 15°C or 288 K (re
corded at the time of the field study) and for data 
recorded in wavelengths less than 15 JIm, the 
bracketed term is approximately equal to unity; 
this is because the second and higher order terms 
of the expansion are much less than I. 
Accordingly, Equation (1-12) can be expressed as 

dW). C2 ciT Jv;,- = ~T -i' (A-B) 

Since by definition, dWI./ W" :; dIn WI., and dT/T 
== dIn T, for small temperature excursions less 
than ±5 K from To, where T = To (I ± 6T/To) ~ 
To, integrating equation (A- 13) becomes: 

(A-14) 

- ~2 (t - ;) 
_~'(To ~ 1) 

>-To T • 
(A-IS 

whence 

W).(T) = W).(To) exp (~o - 1) 
.( -xc;) (A-I< 

[ (
T. )]-C,f}.'TI 

W).(To) • exp / - 1 

(A-l 

Since T is near To, (To/T - I) is small, and' 
may expand the exponential obtaining 

W).(To) • T(c",\To} 
T

O
(C./).1·o) 

C~(To)T(C'/)'To) a: E).,T(c./.\1·o1. 

For C. = 14,388 JIm . K and a nominal 
To = 288 K, C./T = 49.96, equation (21) 
closely approximated by 

'V>. a: fA TO/A. 

(A· 

(A-

(A 

We have computed the difference for a cha 
W'\ from T = 288 K to T = 289 K by ev , 
equation (A-9), the complete expansion 
Planck's equation. and Equation (A-22). 
paring the results. we found that for the 
lengths of interest to us (i.e., between 5 ttm an 
JIm). equation (A-22) introduces an error 
more than ± 0.04 percent. From the abo .... e 
have derived a convenient expression relati 
radiant emittance sensed by a typical ir scan 
the absolute surface temperature raised to 
power of SO/A. This power law thermal m 
becomes an extremely useful mechanism 
hancing either the effects of emissivity or of 
face temperature. 


